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Abstract. Based on re-keying techniques by Abdalla, Bellare, and Borst,
we consider two black-box secure block cipher based symmetric encryp-
tion schemes, which we prove secure in the physically observable cryp-
tography model. They are proven side-channel secure against a strong
type of adversary that can adaptively choose the leakage function as long
as the leaked information is bounded. It turns out that our simple con-
struction is side-channel secure against all types of attacks that satisfy
some reasonable assumptions. In particular, the security turns out to be
negligible in the block cipher’s block size n, for all attacks. We also show
that our ideas result in an interesting alternative to the implementation
of block ciphers using different logic styles or masking countermeasures.
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1 Introduction

Starting in 1996, a new breed of threats against secure systems appeared in the
cryptographic community. These threats received the name of side-channel at-
tacks and include attacks that have taken advantage of the timing [14], power
consumption [16], and even the electromagnetic radiation [2] emitted by crypto-
graphic operations performed by physical devices. As a result, numerous algorith-
mic countermeasures [5,22] as well as new logic families [27,13] were developed to
counteract such attacks. Unfortunately, it has been clear for a while that a more
formal manner to analyze the security of side-channels and associated counter-
measures needed to be developed. Micali and Reyzin [21] are the first to try to
formalize the treatment of side-channels and introduce the model of physically
observable cryptography in which attackers can take advantage of the informa-
tion leaked during the physical execution of an algorithm in a physical device.
Subsequent works, most prominently the work of Standaert et al. [31,30,32],
introduced a model in which countermeasures can be fairly evaluated and com-
pared based on the amount of information leaked, from an information theoret-
ical point of view. With these tools at hand, the cryptographic community has
started to observe the development of primitives whose leaked information can
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be bound and thus proven secure in a formal model. Examples include pseudo-
random generators [21,23] and stream ciphers [10,24]. Clearly, pseudo-random
generators and stream ciphers can be used to encrypt information. Neverthe-
less, it seems an interesting question to ask whether we can use block ciphers
(e.g. AES) in a provably secure manner against side-channel attacks. To our
knowledge, there has not been such attempt.

Re-keying Techniques. Re-keying techniques were formally studied in [1]
in the black-box model3. Abdalla and Bellare consider two types of re-keying:
parallel re-keying where all session keys Ki are computed directly from a master
secret key K (Ki = f(K, i) for a suitable function f) and serial re-keying where
each session key Ki is computed based on the previous key (Ki = f(ki, 0),
with ki = f(ki−1, 1) for a suitable function f). For both re-keying mechanisms,
executing the block cipher EKi(·) in the electronic-code-book (ECB) mode of
operation yields an IND-CPA (indistinguishable under chosen-plaintext attack)
symmetric encryption scheme [4]. Borst [6] considers similar techniques as well as
specific instantiations of the constructions based on triple DES. Although [6] has
no formal security analysis of the proposed constructions, he seems to be the first
to observe in the scientific literature that frequently changing the key used to
encrypt can be an effective countermeasure against side-channel attacks. Kocher
[15] describes a similar technique to that of Borst although the description is
not as general. Furthermore, no formal analysis is provided.

Our Contributions. Our contributions are as follows:

Formal Modelling. We prove under reasonable assumptions that the re-keying
techniques are secure against side-channel attacks. Our model includes as-
pects of physical leakage models previously proposed in [31,23,30] and [10,24].

q-limited Adversaries. Recently, Standaert et al. [32] have adapted the defi-
nition of q-limited adversary to the side-channel setting extending Vaudenay
[38]. We show that our proofs and model naturally fit the q-limited adversary
and, in fact, are implied by it, thus making a natural connection between the
theoretical leakage resilient cryptography models [10,24] and those inspired
by practice [30,32].

Insecurity of Certain Schemes. We show that the re-keying techniques [1,6]
naively implemented cannot hope to be proven secure against the side-
channel adversary of the Dziembowski and Pietrzak (DzPz) model [10]. A
similar statement is true for the scheme suggested in [15].

Implementation Strategy. On the positive side, we show that the construc-
tions in [1,6] can be implemented in a way in which we can bound the amount
of information leaked by the implementation. A key observation in this paper
is that we can implement the parallel scheme described in [1,6] by storing

3 We are not aware of any scientific publication previous to [1] describing similar
techniques but it is accepted and mentioned in [1] that re-keying techniques were
already part of the “folklore” of security measures used in practice in the year 2000,
albeit for reasons other than side-channel security.



pre-computed keys in memory. This implementation strategy, in turn, allows
us to prove (side-channel attack) security as unused keys stored in memory
do not leak information in the DzPz model [10]. To our knowledge, such
implementation strategy seems to be novel, presumably because no-one had
previously seen an advantage to it.

Comparison. Furthermore, we show that such a solution would compare favor-
ably in terms of area against the alternatives: masking schemes or modified
logic styles. In addition, there is the added advantage of not having to work
with logic styles and/or implement algorithmic masking schemes, which are
complicated and prone to errors if not carefully implemented4.

Admittedly, our solution is not without drawbacks, the most prominent of them
being that we have a limited number of possible encryptions (fixed by the number
of stored session keys). On the other hand, the simplicity and usefulness of the
countermeasure makes it highly attractive for implementation in the real world.

Related Work. Block ciphers and their use to build symmetric encryption
schemes have been studied by Bellare et al. [4]. Liskov et al. [17] formalizedthe
notion of a tweakable block cipher, on which our construction is based. Observe
that we have abused the idea of a tweakable block cipher since we do not comply
with the efficiency requirement put forth in [17]. We have already mentioned
the treatment of re-keying techniques by Abdalla and Bellare [1] and Borst
[6]. Regarding leakage-proof constructions, we are aware of two parallel lines of
research, which originated from the work of Micali and Reyzin [21]: the infor-
mation theoretic based analysis of Standaert et al. [31,30,32], and the somewhat
more theoretical framework of [10,24]. These last works focus on the construc-
tion of leakage-resilient stream ciphers. Standaert et al. [31,30] introduced an
information theoretical model in which to analyze and compare side-channel
countermeasures. Macé et al. [18] have evaluated and compared different logic
families using the framework introduced in [30].

2 Preliminaries

Notation. We denote by z ∈R Z the event that z is taken uniformly at ran-
dom from the set Z. For a tuple of m values (z1, . . . , zm) we use the shorthand
notation (zi)

m
i=1. Adversaries will be denoted by A. The notation AO(·) means

that the adversary A has the ability to query an oracle O. If A plays the role of
a distinguisher, his task is given Ob to distinguish between two oracles O0 and
O1 and output a value in {0, 1} corresponding to the correct oracle. If A does
not play the role of a distinguisher, his output is arbitrary, and specified by the
context. In any case, the adversary is never allowed to query the oracle twice
on the same value. By Fn,m we denote the set of polynomial time computable

4 Mangard et al. [19,20] showed that in order to minimize the leakage of the masking
countermeasure [5,22], it is necessary to guarantee glitch-free XOR gates.



functions f : {0, 1}n → {0, 1}m.

Symmetric Primitives and Encryption Schemes. A block cipher is a family
of maps E : K×M→M, which on input of a key K ∈ K and a message M ∈M,
outputs a ciphertext C = EK(M). A block cipher is said to be secure if for each
key K ∈R K, it is hard for an adversary A to distinguish between EK and a ran-
dom permutation Π onM, even allowing q oracle queries (either EK or Π) and t
computation time. More formally, the security of E for any random permutation
Π is quantified by AdvE(q, t) = maxA;K∈RK

∣∣Pr(AEK(·) = 1)− Pr(AΠ(·) = 1)
∣∣

and E is said to be secure if AdvE is negligible in the length of the key. It is called
ideal if AdvE(q, t) = 0, meaning that E is a random permutation. A tweakable
block cipher [17] is a family of algorithms Ē : K×T ×M→M. Particularly, in
addition to the ordinary inputs, Ē requires a tweak T ∈ T . The idea is to hide the
deterministic character of the block cipher at the block-cipher level rather than
at the modes-of-operation level. In [17], it is stated that tweak renewal should
be cheaper than key renewal. In this paper, we will relax this requirement and
consider our construction as a tweakable block cipher. Symmetric encryption
schemes and their security were studied by Bellare et al. [4]. We follow their
definitions. A symmetric encryption scheme is a tuple of algorithms (Ke, E ,D),
where Ke is randomized and E is either randomized or stateful (updating its
state during each execution). For a randomly chosen key K ∈R Ke(k) where k
is the security parameter (usually the key size), and on input of a message M , E
computes ciphertext C = EK(M). Under the same key the decryption function
gives DK(C) = DK(EK(M)) = M .

Re-keying techniques. In [1], the authors formalized re-keying techniques
and deduced symmetric encryption schemes from it. They introduced parallel
and serial re-keying. In parallel re-keying, a map F : {0, 1}k ×{0, 1}k → {0, 1}k
is used to compute the session keys Ki = F (K, i) for i = 1, 2, . . ., where K is the
master key. In serial re-keying, the map F can be used to compute each session
key from the previous one. One can think of F as a block cipher or a keyed
hash function. Borst [6] observed that re-keying techniques form a powerful way
to prevent side-channel attacks. In particular, he suggests to use session keys
Ki = F (K,Ri) where K is the master key, Ri is some data different for each
session, and F is a sufficiently strong one-way function. Kocher [15] suggests a
similar technique to Borst’s except that the value of Ki is used several times
during one session. In particular, his solution guarantees that each session key
is not used (to perform a cryptographic operation) or derived more than a fixed
(non-zero) number of times. In addition, the functions used to derive the session
keys are efficiently invertible. In turn, invertibility of the functions allows re-use
of the key for several (non-contiguous) sessions.

3 Re-keying Based Block Cipher and Encryption Scheme

Due to space limitations, we consider parallel re-keying only. The case of serial
re-keying is discussed in the full version of this paper. We summarize the parallel



Fig. 1. The tweakable block cipher with parallel re-keying.

re-keying scheme of [1,6] from a tweakable block cipher point of view. This will
facilitate the proof of side-channel security. Security in the black-box model has
been proven in [1]. We will only consider the case where K = T =M = {0, 1}n.
The tweakable block cipher Ē is defined as Ē : (K,T,M) 7→ EEK(T )(M), where
E is a block cipher. The scheme is depicted in Fig. 1. In our particular applica-
tion, the tweak T functions as a counter. Executing the tweakable block cipher
Ē in ECB mode results in a secure symmetric cipher [4]. More formally, Ē can
be used to construct the symmetric cipher (Ke, E ,D) as follows. The function Ke
chooses a key uniformly at random from {0, 1}n. From now on, this function will
be omitted in the scheme description. The participant encrypting will maintain a
counter, initially set to 0. The message and ciphertext are composed of m blocks
of length n, and E and D work as follows (following Bellare et al.’s notation [4]):

function EK(ctr,M) function DK(ctr, C)
for i = 1, . . . ,m for i = 1, . . . ,m
Ci = ĒK(ctr + i,Mi) Mi = D̄K(ctr + i, Ci)

return (ctr +m; (ctr, C1 · · ·Cm)) return M1 · · ·Mm

Recall that ĒK(ctr + i,Mi) = EEK(ctr+i)(Mi) by definition. An advantage of
the scheme is that encryptions can be done in parallel. Obviously, the counter
is not allowed to exceed 2n. This can be resolved by a master key renewal after
2n encryptions.

4 Side-Channel Security Model

We consider a model in which during each execution of EK the system might
leak information, either about the master key K or about a session key Ki. This
leakage is denoted by the function Λ, whose input is the current system state.
Before we specify this function, we discuss the assumptions needed to specify
our model of physical environment. We will later show that in this model the
information leakage is only of negligible value to the adversary.

Side-Channel Model. We state the assumptions needed to facilitate the side-
channel security proof. These were also used in [21,23,10,24]. We stress that these
assumptions are reasonable, as argued in the following.



The leakage of information per execution of Ē is at most λ� n bits.
This is an absolute prerequisite. Clearly, if the leakage is λ ≈ n, the adver-
sary can learn either the whole key or a significant part of the key and then
use exhaustive search for the rest.

Only accessed memory leaks data. This guarantees that session keys not
accessed during an encryption operation do not leak. It is well-known that
in practice memory leaks power even when not accessed and that this effect
increases as we go down in technology node. However, what this assump-
tion implies is either that the leakage can be ignored or that the memory
array has been somehow built so as to leak power but no information about
its contents. Notice that any cryptographic functionality implemented as a
physical circuit must guarantee this. Otherwise, an attacker would only need
to wait long enough for the key to leak while stored in memory.

Implementation Details. In addition to these assumptions, we assume that
the session keys have been pre-computed, stored in memory and that this is done
in a secure environment. Clearly, this is crucial to our scheme, since otherwise
the adversary could take advantage of the leakage from the master key K and
completely break the system. Moreover, it guarantees that our adversary cannot
observe any leakage fromK directly but rather, all the leakage he observes is from
the Ki’s. We will make use of this observation to prove security. We observe that
in implementing a system this way, we have an advantage over the alternatives
[22,8,27,13], namely simplicity and cost efficiency. For convenience, we will only
focus on an adversary eavesdropping encryption executions. It suffices to consider
messages of block size m = 1: anything an adversary can learn from q executions
on m blocks, he could have learned from qm executions on 1 block.

Side-Channel Adversary. Given the leakage length λ, we consider a side-
channel adversary A that has t time, and actively eavesdrops the physical data
of q executions. Formally, this corresponds to the notion of q-limited adversaries
and q-limiting constructions, due to Standaert et al. [32].

Definition 1. ([32, Defs. 7 and 8]) An adversary against a block cipher EK
is q-limited for a key K, if he can only observe the encryption of q different
plaintext values under this key. A block cipher based construction is q-limiting
for an adversary A, if the number of different encryptions performed under a
single key that A can observe, is limited to q.

The attack of the adversary is now formalized as follows. Recall that Fn,λ is the
set of polynomial time functions from {0, 1}n to {0, 1}λ. Before each encryption
operation i, A decides on a function Λi ∈ Fn,λ and input Mi. The system
reads its i-th key Ki from its memory, and it computes and publishes Ci =
EKi(Mi). Moreover, the value Λi(Ki) is computed (representing the leakage)
and sent to the adversary. The model is visualized in Fig. 2. From now on,
the counter i in the output will be implicit. The scheme will be denoted by
Ẽ : {0, 1}n × Fn,λ × {0, 1}n → {0, 1}n × {0, 1}λ defined as:

Ẽ : (Mi, Λi;Ki) 7→ (EKi(Mi), Λi(Ki)).



Fig. 2. One execution in the side-channel model with parallel re-keying.

It is clear that the above described model justifies this representation for the
encryption scheme. Indeed, the session keys Ki are pre-computed, so they are
stored in memory, and we implemented the leakage in the broadest possible
way: it can be any function, as long as its range is included by {0, 1}λ (similar
to [10,24]). In the next sections, we will study in what sense the master key K
and the session keys Ki are secure. This is done in Sect. 5, and follows the ideas
of Standaert et al. [31,23,30].

Key Recovery Attack. Standaert et al. [31,30] introduced the notion of q-
query key recovery adversaries, where the adversary can observe q executions
of the block cipher in order to recover the corresponding key K. They argue
for the use of two different metrics when analyzing a side-channel attack: (i) an
information theoretic metric (in order to measure the maximum total leakage)
and (ii) a security metric (to analyze the odds of an adversary). As information
theoretic metric, Standaert et al. [31,30] advise to use the mutual information
between the key and its leakage: I(K;Λ) = H(K) − H(K|Λ), where H is an
entropy function. Preferably, H should be the Shannon entropy, rather than the
min-entropy, but in case of single query key recovery attacks these are equivalent
[30, Sect. 7.3]. For the security metric, they introduce two variants. Following
[31,23], we will consider a so-called ‘Bayesian adversary’, that selects the most
likely key candidate given the leakage result. More formally, he outputs a guessed
key5 K∗ = arg maxk Pr(K = k | (Λi(K))qi=1). Now, the ‘q-query success rate’ of
recovering K is defined to be:

SRK
Ẽ

=
∑

l;|dl|6=0

Pr((Λi(K))qi=1 = l)
1

|dl|
, with dl = {k | (Λi(k))qi=1 = l}. (1)

Indeed, if the leakage function equals l, the Bayesian adversary considers all
key candidates that satisfy (Λi(k))qi=1 = l, hence collects the most likely key
candidates, and will then take a value from this set. Intuitively, the success rate
of recovering K is the expectation of the success taken over all possible leakage
values l.

q-query Success Rate in Practice. Given the importance of the number
of queries in our model, it would be nice if it was possible to provide an idea

5 Note that K∗ need not be unique. In that case, he just randomly selects one.



regarding the number of queries that a successful attack may require. Fortu-
nately, several previous works [13,32] have done this and we limit ourselves to
reproducing some of these numbers here, as shown in Table 1. We observe that
the number of queries necessary for a successful attack varies considerably de-
pending on the attack type, the implementation (software vs. hardware) and the
platform.

Algorithm Device Ref. Year q Success Rate

AES PIC 8-bit controller [25] 2009 ≈ 2 1
Atmel 8-bit controller (template at-
tack)

[29] 2008 ≈ 10 1

Atmel 8-bit controller (correlation
attack)

[29] 2008 ≈ 100 1

DES 64-bit ASIC [28] 2008 ≈ 100 2−12

Table 1. Number of queries q for successful attacks and corresponding attack
success rates in different devices. Source [32].

5 Side-Channel Security of Parallel Re-keying

As the session keys are pre-computed outcomes of an encryption function, the
master key cannot be recovered due to the security of the cipher. In particular,
this security also implies that without loss of generality we can assume that the
Ki’s are uniformly randomly distributed. Secondly, we also need that the session
keys Ki are secure, i.e., the leakages do not suffice to recover the session keys Ki.
Indeed, if the adversary can manage to recover the session key Ki, he would be
able to decrypt Ci. Afterward, we exemplify the results using a particular type
of leakage function, namely the well-known Hamming distance. We will consider
the strongest possible scenario, that is: the adversary can adaptively choose the
messages and in each round he obtains a tuple (Ci, Λi(Ki))

q
i=1 for adaptively

chosen leakage functions (Λi)
q
i=1.

Session Key Security. The question is, what Λi(Ki) tells an adversary about
Ki, for i = 1, . . . , q. As the session keys are independently distributed, we only
need to consider what the adversary learns in that round i. In particular, this
can be seen as a single query key recovery attack, where the adversary gets only
one shot to recover the key. In particular, (1) now reduces to:

SRKi
Ẽ

=
∑

l;|dl|6=0

Pr(Λi(Ki) = l)
1

|dl|
, with dl = {k | Λi(k) = l}. (2)

We only need to prove that this success rate is sufficiently small, as the mutual
information between the key and its leakage is ≤ λ by definition of Λi.

Theorem 1 (Session key security (parallel re-keying)). Let A be any
Bayesian adversary that can query a single tuple (Mi, Λi) ∈ {0, 1}n×Fn,λ to his



oracle Ẽ(·, ·;Ki). Then, the success rate of recovering Ki, SRKi
Ẽ

from eqn. (1),
is negligible in n for fixed λ.

Proof. For the quantity expressed in (1), we have

SRKi
Ẽ

=
∑

l∈{0,1}λ

|dl|6=0

Pr(Λi(Ki) = l)
1

|dl|
=

∑
l∈{0,1}λ

|dl|6=0

Pr(Ki ∈ dl)
1

|dl|
=

∑
l∈{0,1}λ

|dl|6=0

|dl|
2n
· 1

|dl|
,

where the second equality is by definition of dl, and the third since Ki ∈R {0, 1}n.
This value is clearly ≤ 1

2n−λ
, so is negligible in n (for our λ). ut

Example 1. As a way of example, we investigate what the above results mean in
a concrete scenario. We consider the case where the leakage function is the Ham-
ming weight, following [31]. Then, the outcome of the leakage function Λi(Ki)
is in {0, . . . , n}. Clearly, we need λ ≥ lg(n + 1) as is assumed henceforth. Now,

SRKi
Ẽ

from the proof of Thm. 1 equals |{l∈{0,1}
λ||dl|6=0}|
2n . But as |dl| 6= 0 only

holds for l ∈ {0, . . . , n}, it follows that SRKi
Ẽ

= n+1
2n (which is exactly the same

result as in [31, Sect. 3.1]).

On The Insecurity of Certain Schemes. We consider the initial scheme
of Borst [6, Sect. 6.6.1]. Here the session keys Ki are derived from a master
key MK as Ki = F (MK,Ri) for some random value Ri. As noticed already
by Borst, this scheme is still susceptible to a side-channel attack as the value
MK is used to derive session keys Ki. To counteract this threat, Borst also
suggests to construct a key with intermediate keys IKi derived by using the
master key and a random value, and session keys derived in turn from the IKi’s
and additional random values. Observe that the DzPz adversary (used in our
model) is allowed to compute any polynomial-time computable function Λ of the
part of the state that is actually accessed during computation (master secret-
key MK in our case) with the restriction that the output of the function Λ
is bounded to {0, 1}λ, where λ � |K|. Clearly, such an adversary can always
obtain the whole key in |K|/λ runs of the [1,6] schemes if the session keys have
to be computed during each session by processing the master secret key MK.
A similar attack is possible on the intermediate keys of [15] as intermediate
keys are re-used more than once. Observe, however, that the scheme in [15] also
compromises the master keys due to the choice of invertible functions to derive
session keys. In particular, should a session key be compromised, all keys are
compromised (including keys used in the past). We end by pointing out that
we have only shown that the schemes described are not secure in the particular
model that we consider. It is possible (and in fact shown in the full version of
this paper [11]) that under relaxed assumptions on the power of adversaries, the
scheme of Borst can provide side-channel security guarantees.



6 Comparison to Alternative Side-Channel Resistant
Methodologies

In this section, we study in which situations the parallel re-keying scheme an-
alyzed in this paper is competitive in terms of area costs with respect to al-
ternative countermeasures. Clearly, the parallel re-keying technique area cost
varies according to the number of session keys stored in memory. Thus, it only
makes sense to talk about the area cost of this technique for a specific number
of pre-computed session keys. Observe that an area cost analysis implicitly con-
siders memory as a cost measure. In particular, memory limited devices have
limited memory because additional memory requires additional area, which in
turn, implies that the final chip would increase in monetary costs.

Area-Cost as the Right Metric for Comparison. Before analyzing area
costs, one may ask if this is really an appropriate metric to compare different ap-
proaches and implementations. Any comparison of approaches should compare
the security level as well as the implementation costs (area, performance, etc.).
Our starting point is that we assume that all approaches compared in this section
offer the same security level. Clearly, this is not true6. We ignore this fact, hav-
ing argued and proven the security of our schemes in our model in the previous
sections of this paper. In other words, given that the countermeasures analyzed
in this paper are secure in our model, the other countermeasures can provide at
most the same level of security. We believe that this is a rather pessimistic com-
parison from the point of view of the approach proposed in this paper. However,
this is in agreement with the common practice in cryptography to take a conser-
vative approach (e.g. very powerful adversaries). It should be clear now that if
security is the same for all considered approaches, then our comparison should be
based on typical metrics used for this type of (hardware) implementation: area,
performance, power consumption, etc. Of these three metrics, the most interest-
ing one is area and we focus on it. In particular, performance is independent of
the (side-channel security) approach and essentially dictated by the architecture
of the implementation and the technology. Clearly, there is no reason why our
design would not be able to use the most efficient technology and/or architecture
available. Furthermore, we propose to implement a simple AES with additional
memory to store session keys. Thus, the performance achieved by our implemen-
tation is the same as that of a plain AES implementation and at least as fast
as any other implementation using a different (side-channel security) methodol-
ogy. We ignore power consumption as there are many other variables that could
affect it (technology, particular architecture, number of session keys, amount of

6 Mangard et al. [19,20] have shown attacks on masked implementations and Macé et
al. [18] have analyzed from an information theory point of view different logic styles
and shown that the amount of information leaked by different logic styles is not
the same and it depends heavily on the amount of noise present in the observations
made during an attack. Similarly, an attack has been found in [33] against several
types of dual rail logic approaches including WDDL [35].



memory) but we expect that a plain AES implementation will in general have
much lower power consumption than the alternatives implemented using mod-
ifed logic styles (see, e.g., [34] for a discussion). We end by noticing that an
actual implementation [36] comparing a plain AES and AES using WDDL logic
[35] confirms our assumptions: performance is reduced by more than a factor
of three and power consumption is increased by almost four times. We consider
the following (alternative) side-channel attack countermeasures: algorithmic so-
lutions as introduced by Blömer et al. [5] and later optimized in [22], as well as
low level solutions based on dual rail logic [27,13].

Area-Cost of a Masked AES Implementation. In this section, we estimate
the cost of using an AES-based encryption only design which requires side-
channel resistance. We use the masked implementation of Canright and Batina
[8] for our estimates7 together with the one of Akkar and Giraud [3], who describe
the overall architecture of a masked AES implementation. Although [3] focuses
on the software implementation of such scheme, the same ideas can be easily
implemented in the hardware domain. We compute the estimates to be able to
fairly compare available methodologies8. In order to implement a masked AES,
it is sufficient to duplicate all AES transformations (SubBytes, MixColumns,
and ShiftRows). It follows that the cost of implementing masked AES is the
cost of the masked SubBytes transformation plus twice the size of the unmasked
transformations. We consider a standard datapath with 4 S-boxes where only the
S-box (and not the inverse S-box) is implemented. Clearly the more performance
is required the more S-boxes are needed in parallel and, as a result, the larger
the area requirement. Notice also that no overhead is calculated due to the
increased complexity of the datapath. Thus, we can see these estimates as good
lower bounds. We use the work of Satoh et al. [26] to estimate the cost of a
plain (unmasked) AES implementation. We have ignored the cost of the key
scheduling in all our computations. Table 2 compares a masked implementation
with an unmasked implementation.

An alternative way to achieve DPA resistance is to develop dual-rail logic
families. The area overhead of different dual-rail logic families has been con-
sidered in [27] and ranges from at least twice to as much as 12 times as large,
depending on the specific logic family (see [27,13,34] for comparisons). Table 3
provides a summary of the area-cost of different AES implementations. Table 3

7 The implementation of [8] is the smallest mask implementation of an S-box that
we are aware of, but it has been found to be flawed in [9]. Canright remarks in [7]
that the cost will be significantly higher than predicted. Thus, this is a good “lower
bound” on the cost of a masked implementation.

8 We are only aware of [37] reporting a whole masked AES processor. We do not
use their numbers because it would make it hard to compare all other approaches.
In particular, this implementation is considerably larger (unmasked) than the best
reported in [26]. However, the overhead due to masking is quite close to 100% in
agreement with our estimates. Observe that the larger area requirements would only
make our implementation strategy more attractive, as we would be able to store
more keys.



Component unmasked masked
implementation implementation
GE Source GE Source

4 S-boxes 1176 [26] 2436 [8]
Data Register 864 [26] 1728 [26,3]

ShiftRows 160 [26] 320 [26,3]
MixColumns 273 [26] 546 [26,3]

AddRoundKey 56 [26] 112 [26,3]

Total 2529 — 5142

Table 2. Actual costs of an unmasked AES according to [26] and estimated costs
of a masked AES implementation based on [8] and [3]. We ignore the selector,
the key scheduling and the overhead of supporting inverse cipher. GE: Gate
Equivalents.

reports two logic families. We have not included SecLib [12,13] because it has
slightly worse area requirements than WDDL.

Approach Source % overhead % overhead Total Area % Total
logic (GE) Flip-Flops (GE) Cost (GE) overhead

plain [26] 0%(1665) 0%(864) 2529 0%
masked Table 2 — — 5142 103 %

dual-rail [27] 108% (3464) 228% (2851) 6315 150 %
WDDL [35] 100% (3330) 300% (3456) 6786 168 %

Table 3. Estimated costs of a 4-Sbox AES implementation with different tech-
nologies. Key scheduling and the overhead of supporting inverse cipher are not
considered. GE: Gate Equivalents.

Comparison with Parallel Re-keying Technique. Notice that imple-
menting the parallel re-keying scheme, we need to implement a simple unmasked
AES implementation and add storage for the session keys Ki. In our hypothet-
ical implementation, we just need to store the session keys (no need to erase
them) together with a small counter, whose area cost we ignore (probably a 6-
bit counter will do for our applications). We parametrize the cost of non-volatile
memory via the number of bits needed to store s session keys of size 128-bits.
This allows one to choose the cost function that best fits the user application and
technology used. Table 2 compares a masked implementation with an unmasked
implementation. It is easy to see that for an implementation with 4 S-boxes
we have about 100% overhead with a masked implementation. This means we
have the area equivalent to a whole AES module for use as session key storage.
For example, assume that in our particular standard cell library, 1 non-volatile
memory cell (this could be ROM, Flash, etc.) occupies an area equivalent to one
NAND equivalent gate. Here we are being conservative as a simple ROM cell re-
quires only one transistor, whereas a NAND gate requires four. Then, we would
have storage for (5142 − 2529)/128 = 20 session keys. This clearly shows that
the scheme analyzed in this paper is competitive with the masked methodologies



and even more so with modified logic styles such as those proposed in [27,35,12].
It should be clear from the previous discussion that the parallel re-keying tech-
nique can be implemented in a manner that is competitive with alternative
side-channel countermeasures in terms of area. As we mentioned in the previous
section, performance will certainly be better and power consumption (probably)
as well. Finally, other advantages include simpler designs and the possibility to
use standard design flows. This comparison seems to indicate that in practice
side-channel attacks could be solved by countermeasures designed at the proto-
col level rather than at the low level implementation level as extensively studied
until now.

7 Conclusions

We considered the re-keying techniques described in [1,6], and proved them se-
cure in the side-channel model following the models introduced in [23,10]. A
drawback of the scheme is that it only offers possibility for a limited number of
encryptions, but as shown in Sect. 6, it compares favorably against alternatives
like masking schemes or modified logic styles. We end by pointing out that given
that side-channel countermeasures have to be put in place to guarantee security
of an implementation, it is fair to ask (as does Borst [6]) what is the cheapest (in
whatever metric) way to deploy such countermeasures: changing the hardware
seems very costly, changes in software can be costly as they usually result in large
code sizes, changing the encryption algorithm requires years to deploy (the al-
gorithms have to be thoroughly studied by experts and the whole infrastructure
needs to be updated to support the new algorithm). The re-keying techniques
presented in [1,6] can be seen as countermeasures at the protocol level. As such,
they do not require a change of algorithms or hardware or infrastructure. They
involve changes in how keys are managed using standard (well accepted) algo-
rithms. Thus, they appear to be very appealing from a practical point of view
[6].
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